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■The Forgotten Warriors: EP 10■

D Martyn: @damienmartyn.

Nov 1, 2003. Ind vs Aus. Mumbai - TVS Cup.

Aus 55-2 (6 Overs)

Many things had happened in the space of the 1st six overs in Wankhade. India

dismissed @HaydosTweets for a golden duck, thanks to @ImZaheer and then..1■

got rid of dangerous looking @gilly381 who blistered to 41 off just 30 balls with the help of @harbhajan_singh. The red soil

of wankhede was already showing its colour with the pitch already turning and bouncing. The match was on cliffhanger and

in came the protagonist...2■
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of today's show @damienmartyn and within no time he showed why he was batting at one of the most toughest position in

ODIs (the no.4) for an Australian team that had so many special batters. So what was special about @damienmartyn and

esp this innings i.e. in discussion?3■

So let me create the match experience with words here or to say let me try putting the scenarios for you all:

----

Scenario 1:

@harbhajan_singh was getting grip and bounce. Ind responded with a slip, silly point and forward shortleg..4■
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Aus were looking to consolidate as they scored only 10 runs in the next 24 balls. Bhajji bowls one short and Martyn waits,

then rolls his hand over the bowl and cuts it through point. Boundary.

Scenario 2:

@imAagarkar bowls one that beats @damienmartyn's outside edge..5■
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Aus had lost @RickyPonting meanwhile and needed someone to take the innings through... So what does Martyn do next

ball?

Well, he hits one over the bowlers head to long on for a boundary. Pressure transferred back to India.

6■

Scenario 3:

Martyn completed his 50 off 84 balls in the 39th over. Slow right? Wait a sec. Hold on. Because @damienmartyn wasn't

going to hold on. He scored 50 runs in the next 33 balls along with #Bevan. The carnage included inside out.. 7■
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cover drive when @YUVSTRONG12 pitched full, cut short balls and then hit over midwicket when @anilkumble1074 was

full. Commentators were awed by the range. Bowlers confused. He kept slashing over mid on, sweeping, driving straight.

Not once did the rhythm break.8■
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And not once did he look out of shape or ugly and scored his 1 off the 5 hundreds. The musician (if he were one atleast with

the bat in the hand) average 40 in ODIs, 46 in Tests. Stay tuned to know more.

Part 1-- completed-- Part 2 on @damienmartyn career stats coming soon..
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